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I afford to make asbig a charitable contribution
to my church, synagogue,or mosque?
The mcome
.
. lik e an 0ld machin e
tax 1S

and Chief Economist of the Tax Foundation.
The Tax Foundation is a non-partisan, nonprofit research and education institution. It
was established63 years ago to provide the
American people and policy makers with relevant, timely, and accurate information and
analysison fiscal policy matters at the federal,
state, and local levels.
The sustainedinterest in tax reform should
come asno surprise. More than any other as-

tilling the fields of the economy, reaping a
harvest of revenue for the federal government.
Fourteen years ago the Congressperformed a
major overhaul through the Tax Reform Act of
1986. In the intervening years the Congress
has passedhundreds of changesin the nature
of ongoing maintenance. But it has also
passedscores of changesasking the old machine to do even more: To supplement welfare
spending, to encourage saving for education,
and so on. Meanwhile the fields have changed

The income tax is like an old machine tilling

steadily
ashasthepressure
to produce,
put-

the fIelds

ting ever greater demandson the tax machine.
Evenunderordinarycircumstances,
another
major overhaul would be past due today.
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Circumstan~es
arefarfromordinary,however. The growmg breadth of the economy

combinedwith the rapid escalationof computing power have spawned a degree of complexity in the tax code affecting both individuals

pect of government the federal income tax
directly and repeatedly influences Americans'
lives. We may be most aware of this now during the tax season,but every week our lives are
touched and our decisions colored by the income tax: How much should I savein my
401(k)? Should I sell some stock and pay the
capital gains tax to buy the stock I would prefer? Should I go to college, to graduateschool
or night school to get a better job and earn a
higher salaryif it meansa much higher tax rate?
. ShouldI take out a home equity loan to buy a
car? Should I buy a home or rent? If I rent and
lose the home mortgageinterest deduction, can

and businessesthat was unthinkable not long
ago. This complexity has led to a growing
animus and distrust of the tax system,the
Internal RevenueService,and the federal government in general.
It is unwise to impose upon citizens any
systemthat is torturously complex and affects
so many areasof their lives. This complexity
of the code leads to a senseof imbalance and
unfairness. Someinstancesare obvious, like
the marriage penalty which the Congressis
seeking to addressthis year. Others are a matter of perception. We come to believe our
neighbor knows of some twist to the tax code
that allows him to pay less tax than we do.
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Circumstancesare also extraordinary becausethere is a growing sensethat an income
tax is not the best type of tax for any country.
At issue is not whether the income tax machinery can be made to work better, but
whether it is the right machine for the job.
When the income tax was advancedand
adopted, it was well understood that it overtaxed saving and investment. It was also understood that this bias would reduce economic
growth, but this was considered a reasonable
price to pay for the redistribution of income
and wealth for which the income tax is so
adept. Today, the prosperity foregone is unac-

National SalesTax or the Simplified USATax.
To some it standsfor a threat to stability and
the status quo. To others it standsfor an alternative set of principles that should guide tax
policy and that undergird most tax reform
proposals: principles such as simplification,
fairness, and economic neutrality. As these
principles are nearly universally applauded, it
is immediately clear how extensive the
changesmust be for legislation to rise from
being a run-of-the-mill tax bill to the level of
"fundamental" reform. The 1997 Taxpayer
Relief Act, for example, included a great many
provisions, but no one would argue that this
constituted "fundamental" reform.

There
is a growing sense that an income tax
.

. and Savtng
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lveutraItty
Onedistinguishing
featureof fundamental

When the income tax was adopted, it was

tax reform is the meaning of the word "neu-
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trality." Doesonem~an?eutralwithinthe

frameworkof a classicalmcometax, or neutral

investment and reduced economic growth,

in some other sense?Our current systemis a

but this

mutatedincometax that often taxesthe returns to savingevenmoreheavilythanwould
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to pay for the
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redtstnbuuon
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for
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the prosperity
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a reasonable

which

the income

foregone

price

of tncome and
tax

is so adept.

The unintegratedcorporateincometax, the

capitalgainstax,and~hegift ~d estatetax are
monuments to exceSSive taxation. On the

is

unacceptable
and the transfer
of income
wealth can be achieved by other means.

be appropriate under a normal income tax.

and

otherhand,thefederalincometaxcontains
manyfeatures
consistent
with a consumption

tax, such as the pension and savingsprovisions
that effectively ensure that only one level of
ceptable and the transfer of income and
tax is paid at the individual level on labor inwealth can be achieved by other means. Furcome that is saved.
ther, the income tax's deleterious effects on
Given its current usage,at the individual
international competitiveness that could essen- level "neutrality" today clearly meanstaxing all
tially be ignored fifty, forty, or even twenty
labor income once and only once, uniformly
years ago cannot be ignored today.
and consistently. In other words, for individuTo be sure, the federal income tax is not
als fundamental tax reform meansshifting the
about to collapse. There is no crisis. We
tax basefrom a combination of labor and capicould skip fundamental tax reform, choosing
tal income, to labor income. For businesses,it
instead to make repairs minor and major and
meanstaxing only profits earned in the United
keep this old machine running a while longer.
States. Neutrality for businessesalso means
We could also have set asidewelfare reform,
only taxing economic profits rather than finanand foregone its many benefits. We could
cial profits, which is achieved by allowing
postpone Social Security reform and Medicare
businessesto expense their purchasesof plant
reform. We could choose to do all these
and equipment. Thus, it meanschanging a
things, but that would not be the wise or ratio- fundamental principle on which the tax sysnal choice, not when the lives of millions of
tem is based.
Americans can be bettered by sound reforms.
Neutrality and Education
What
Is "Fundamental"
Tax
Neutrality also meansimposing no higher
1
a tax burden on human capital income than on
Reform.
physical capital income. In the e-world, a wellThe phrase "fundamental tax reform" is
educated work force is vital. The "e" in enow code in tax policy. To some it standsfor
commerce could just as well represent "educaa specific proposal, like the Flat Tax or the
tion" as "electronic." The New Economy is

,
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built on technology, communications, and
information, all of which have value only to
the extent employees, investors, entrepreneurs, and managerscan use the technology to
communicate and process the information
.
.
The principle

.
of tax

neutrahty

means

that

businesses should be able to expense their

.
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physIcal
capItal acquIsItions.
It also means
individuals
should be able to deduct in full

the costs associated with their education.
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lematic, is not entirely alien. The "revolution"
in fundamental tax reform is not the novelty of
the new tax system,per se, but the shift in the
tax basefrom a mutated defInition of income
to consumption.
An alternative to "scrapping the code"
would be to "clean the code." It is entirely
possible to achieve all the goals of fundamental
tax reform by radically amending the existing
system. For example, step one would be to

allowpeopleto saveasmuchastheywantin
tax-deferred
accounts,
withoutregardto their

productively. Irl other words, it depends on
people with the educa!,ionto use the tools
effectively.
The tax code should not create a bias in
favor of education, neither should it have a
bias against education as it often does today.
Neutrality meansbusinessesshould be able to
expense their physical capital acquisitions. It
also meansindividuals should be able to deduct in full the costs associatedwith their
education. We already do this to an extent
insofar as local school systemsare funded with
federally tax-deductible property taxes. This
sametreatment should extend to all reasonable expensesincurred by individuals seeking
to invest in their own human capital.

current incomes or to when they choose to
take the money out o( the accounts for consumption. Alternatively, one could tax all
labor income however employed, and forego
taxing all forms of future capital income.
Step two would be to eliminate the Alternative Minimum Tax and all the other horrors
of current law. The true source of complexity
in the tax code is not the home mortgage and
the charitable contribution deductions, and
the others listed on ScheduleA. For individuals the true complexity lies in the phase-inand
phase-outof the EarnedIrlcome Tax Credit,
the phase-outof the other tax credits and
other bells and whistles enacted in recent
years, the phase-outof itemized deductions,
the phase-outof personal exemptions, the
Alternative Minimum Tax, and the modem
nightmare that is ScheduleD for capital gains

Pursuin g Fundamental

lies In th~ systemo~deprecIatl?nallowances,

Tax

~d !osses.Forbusinesses
~~ truecomplexity

Reform
Defining the goal of tax reform leavesa
remarkable number of options from which to
choose. For example, one can "scrap the
code" as many advocate,suggestingthat remedial action is infeasible or impractical, and

the taxatIon of foreIgn source Income, and the
special rules and rulings that go into defining
taxable income.
Step three would be to allow individuals a
deduction for personal expensesassociated
with education - to put human capital formation on par with physical capital formation.

1
{

replacing the income tax with some apparently
new system. I say apparently new because,in
fact, none of the main proposals advancedto
date are truly as new and revolutionary as their

Step four would be to allow businesses
to expense their purchases of plant and
equipment.
Step five would be to tax only income
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advocates would have us believe.

earned in the United States, rather than seek-
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ing to cast an extraterritorial net in a feat of

substanceof the SimplifiedUSATax,for ex-

veiledprotectionism.

ample, by allowing an unlimited Roth Irldividual Retirement Account and other pension
savings,while allowing businessesto expense
all of their purchasesof plant and equipment.
Similarly, while the Federal government has no
experience with broad salestaxes, it collects
numerous targeted exciseswhile most states
collect general salestaxes. Thus even a National Retail SalesTax, clearly the most radical
of the popular proposals, and the most prob-

A great many other stepswould be needed
to "clean the code" properly. The federal income tax is very much like a vast mansion that
has collected dust and all manner of rubbish
over decadesof relative neglect, and in many
areasmay have fallen into disrepair. It is possible to clean the mansion again, to repair the
walls, and to modernize the facilities. Whether
one should level the income tax edifice and
start over or just give it a thorough cleaning is a

---
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tactical and poli~ical decision. The former may
be more unsettlmg though more. thorough; the

latter may appear easier,but it is less certain to
achieve the desired result.

.
.
e tnternahona

particularly
of foreign

Dimension

A No-Cost
Tax Cut
Somelevel of compliance and adrninistrative costs are inevitable with any tax system.
Any amount in excess of the minimum wastes
the nation's resources. It is, in effect, a tax
with no offsetting benefit. Reducing those
costs is therefore equivalent to a tax cut in that
it leavesmore resourcesin the private sector.
But it is a tax cut that, at worst, leavesthe
Federal government with no fewer resources
than it had before.
Estimatesof the co~pliance costs associated with the Federalincome tax often reach
into the hundreds of billions of dollars. Four
years ago the Tax Foundation concluded that a
lower-bound for such an estimate was $157
billion. Today, that figure might be closer to
$175 billion. This is a lower bound, so the
actual figure is almost certainly much higher.
For argument's sake, suppose it is $200 billion.
Using the samemethodology employed to

Protectionism and the U:S. Tax on
Foreign Source Income
Subject to a vast array of special provisions, tests, and rules, the essentialfeatures of
U.S.international tax policy are that the U.S.
imposes federal income tax on u.S. citizens'
foreign earnings. The U.S. also allows a limited
tax ~re~it against any resulting tax liability for

I d
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tmenstons

of tax

reform,

the change in the tax treatment
source income and the imhosition
'¥

Of Border Tax Adjustments have until
recently received far less attention than they
deserve.

International

0 f T ax Re ~orm

The foregoing discussion revealsmany
sound reasonsfor pursuing fundamental tax
reform, including simplification, reducing
compliance costs, improving the neutrality of
the tax code so that it is less of a hindrance to
economic growth, and reducing the intrusive
aspectsof the tax systeminto citizens' lives.
Eachof these has been discussedextensively
in numerous forums, including this Committee. However, the international dimensions of
tax reform, particularly the change in the tax
treatment of foreign source income and the
imposition of Border Tax Adjustments have
until recently received far less attention than
they deserve.

find the lower bound for compliance costs for

Th

The

foreign mcome taxes paid. This policy goes
under many names, the most common of

which is "worldwide taxation," the most accurate of which, however, is "extraterritoriality."

Mosttaxreformproposals
wiselymoveaway
fromextrate£.ritoriality
to a sys.tem
whereby
only economiCprofits earned m the United

States
aresubject
to U.S.taxation,
asystem
knownas"te.mt~ri.ality:"

Extra~emtonality violates tax neutrality as
the term is commonly used. A non-neutral tax
the income tax, in 1996 the Tax Foundation
systemis hurtful to wage and job growth beestimated the compliance costs associated
causeit directs our national resourcesof land,
with the Flat Tax and the National Retail Sales capital, and labor away from their most producTax. In both casesthe analysisshowed that
tive and beneficial uses. A driving motivation
compliance costs would fall by about 95 perfor tax reform must be the recognition that a
cent once the new plan was fully phased-in,
more ~e~tral tax systemis in our best interests,
assumingthe new tax systemwas enacted in
and this is true whether the issueis economic
its pure form. The reduction associatedwith
risk-taking, education outlays, the level of savthe Simplified USATax would be comparable. ing, the level of investment, the forms of investThus, even if transition issuesand political
ment, or the locations of investment.
considerations causedthe percentage reducThe immediate effect of extraterritoriality
tion in compliance costs to drop to 50 peris to distort the pattern of international investcent, that still means an effective tax cut of
ment by U.S. companies and therefore to re$100 billion annually, or $1 trillion over 10
duce their competitiveness at home and
years. That is an enormous amount of saving
abroad. This loss of international competitiveand should by itself be enough to compel legis- ness.translatesinto lower shareholder returns,

. lative

action.

but it also means a loss of jobs and lower

wages at home. One obvious consequenceof
the global economy is that companies must

.
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hire, invest, produce, and sell globally. The
companies that are best able to integrate each
of these activities acrossproduct lines, across
functions, and acrosscountries are the most
successful. A u.s. tax policy that distorts the
pattern of activity of u.s. companies inhibits
them from maximizing their efficiency. Space
limitations prevent me from elaborating on
these points. However, I have written about
these matters elsewhere in greater detail, (See
"Promoting Trade, Shackling our Traders," Tax
Foundation Background Paper, No. 21).
If extraterritoriality is so harmful to U.S.
interests, it is reasonableto ask why it remains

If extraterritorialit'"
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is so harmFul

U.

to US.

interests, it is reasonable
to ask why it
remains the basis for us. international
tax

.

..

polIcy.
The answer IS that ItS true nature
has largely been hidden behind fear
mongering
claims and misleading
state.
. ..
. .

they~soraiseproducers'
costs.Indeed,we
have m recent years heard calls for exactly

suchpolicies,andit is no coincidence
that
thesesamevoiceshavealsoconsistently
been
at the forefront of the fight againstfree trade.

Proponents
of extraterritoriality
will argue
thatif theu.s.failsto taxtheforeignincome
ofU.S..comp~es,
thenthetaxco.de
will cre-

the basisfor U.S.international tax policy. The
answer is that its true nature has largely been
hidden behind fear mongering claims and misleading statements. Extraterritoriality is a sophisticated, tax-basedform of protectionism.
Tariffs,
quotas,
and other
devices
seek
erect
a wall against
foreign
goods
that are
in to
some

ate an mcentive for those compantesto shift
their operations to lower-taxed, foreign jurisdictions. The proper way to express this,
however, is that eliminating the tax would
eliminate a disincentive for companies to invest globally and most efficiently, unfettered
by U.S.tax policies.
Classicprotectionism seeksto erect barriers to the importation of goods and services
to protect jobs at home. Extraterritoriality
seeksby
to erect
barriersintothe
international
investment
U.S. citizens
usually mistaken

way less expensive or of better quality than

belief that this investment would otherwise

ments.
Extraterrltorlahty
IS a sophIsticated,
tax-based
form
of protectionism

.,
,

The essentialgoal of extraterritoriality is to
ensure that U.S. companies pay at least as
much income tax on their foreign activities as
they would if those activities had taken place
in the United States. This sounds reasonableat
first blush, but if this principle is reasonable,
why should we not require U.S.companies to
be subject to the samelabor laws abroad as at
home? Certainly our stricter labor laws protect our work force, but they also raise labor
costs and therefore put U.S.workers at a competitive disadvantage. Why not subject these
companies to the sameenvironmental laws
they face at home? Again, our more stringent
rules generally protect the environment, but

domestically produced goods. The only motivation for such policies is to protect the businessesand the their employeeswho cannot
compete fairly with foreign goods. While some
benefit from such policies, consumersand
other businessesthat buy these goods must
accept either lower quality or higher prices
and, on balance,the nation suffers a loss.
The United Stateshas long and consistently been the world leader in the fight for
free trade and open markets. This has been a
bi-partisan policy and a sound policy as history
has proven time and time again. Free trade
countries prosper; closed economies stagnate.
Free trade encourageseach nation to do those
things it does best while giving consumers the
widest array of choices at the lowest possible
prices. There are, of course, always bumps in
. the road and occasional backsliding. But the
broad support for free trade is remarkable, and
well-founded.

~,.

occur at home. Thus this tax barrier to international investment is also intended to protect U.S. jobs.
Perhapsthe most unfortunate aspect of the
protectionism of extraterritoriality is not that it
unfairly protects U.S.jobs, but that it may cost
U.S.jobs, on balance, and reduce wages,on
balance. As noted above, U.S.companies organize their operations on a global basis. Each
element, subsidiary,and division performs a
specific set of roles and company management
strives to optimize the efficiency of each piece
of the corporate whole. The effects of a lost or
foregone opportunity in one areawill negatively affect the efficiency of many of the
company's operations, including those basedin
the United States. Sometimesthese secondary
effects are minor and can be overcome; sometimes they are highly significant. Thus a lost or
foregone opportunity due to the U.S.imposition of a protectionist, extraterritorial tax
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policy will often reduce employment in a
company's other operations throughout the
world, including in the United States.
The U.S. has one of the best educated,
most productive work forces in the world. If a
U.S. company were considering an increase in
its foreign operations, it is very likely those
operations would represent lower-wage, less
productive jobs. On the other hand, the U.S.

.

Fundamental tax reform permIts the
adoption of Border Tax Adjustments (BTAs),
in the form of a rebate upon export of the

.

..

.

US. busIness tax and the lmposlhon
of the
US. tax on the value of imports.
BTAs are a

.

common feature
of many nahonal tax
systems and are an important feature
of the
Simplified
USA Tax.
operations that would support these low-wage
jobs would tend to be higher wage, high productivity jobs, such as those associatedwith
research and development, and support functions such as accounting, fmance, marketing,
and management. Thus extraterritoriality
protects a few low-wage jobs at the expense
of other, higher-wage U.S.jobs.

The. Man y Roles of Border Tax
Adjustments
Fundamentaltax reform permits the adoption of Border Tax Adjustments (BTAs) in the
form of a rebate upon export of the U.S.businesstax and the imposition of the U.S.tax on
the value of imports. BTAsare a common
feature of many national tax systemsand are an
important feature of the Simplified USATax.
The importance of BTAsto tax policy is
better recognized today in the United States
thanks to the recent World Trade Organization
(WfO) ruling againstthe U.S. Foreign Sales
Corporation (FSC)provisions. The FSCis an
important, though relatively modest attempt to
grant an income tax rebate on U.S. exports.
Fundamentaltax reform and BTAs solve the
FSCproblem by, in effect, making the export
rebate total, universal, and WTO compliant.
The role and consequencesofBTAs, however, go well beyond replacing the FSC. Their

. major

effects are to enhance prospects for U.S.

companies and U.S.workers to compete globally; to offset similar provisions adopted by

our trading partners, further enhancing our
international competitiveness; and effectively
to "import" tax basefrom abroad, thereby
reducing the federal tax burden on U.S.citizenswithout reducing revenuesto the Federal
government. I will addresseach of these,
briefly, in turn.
Export Rebates
An export rebate allows a U.s. producer to
exclude from taxable income the profits made

on the export of domesticallyproducedgoods

andservices.
If theUnitedStates
adopted
territoriality,
the~e.xport
rebates
naturall! .
address any remaInmg concerns that temtonal-

itywouldinduceU.s.companies
to shiftsome
operations
overseas.
If theUnitedStates
adopted both territoriality and export rebates,
thena company
wouldpayno u.s.tax on

goodssoldabroadwhetherthosegoodsare
produc~dathomeor abroad.
.
Busmesstaxes are generally and ultlffiately
borne by the factors of production, namely
labor and capital. To be sure, there are instancesin which a new tax can be shifted, at
least temporarily, onto consumers. But in an
increasinglyglobal and competitive world
economy, consumershave a great ability to opt
for alternative, lower-priced goods and services,
and this is especiallytrue in the United States
becausethere is very little we do not ourselves
produce in quantity. Consequently,consumers
can effectively resist b.earing business taxes,

and hence they are shifted back on to labor and
especiallyon to the owners of capital.
Upon initial introduction, an export rebate
would allow U.S.exporters either to enjoy
higher profits on their exports or to charge
lower prices in an effort to capture a greater
market share. Once markets at home and
abroad have adjustedto the new tax regimes,
the relative prices of U.S.exports would largely
return to their previous levels, and the value of
the tax rebate would be shifted back to U.S.
labor and U.S.capital. Any shift of the rebate
to U.S.labor would be in the form of higher
wages. Most of the shift of the rebate, however, would be in the form of higher returns to
capital that the market would translateinto a
larger capital stock permitting more output for
foreign markets. In other words, the export
rebate would be immediately beneficial, but it
would be even more so in the long run by raising wages, increasing jobs, and increasing the
competitiveness of U.S. exporters.

, BRIEF
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Import Levies
The counterpart to the export rebate is
the import levy on the full value of all imported goods and services. When flCStintraduced, some of this rebate would doubtlessly
appear as an increase in the price of imports.
The vast majority of these price increases
would quickly disappear, however, as U.S.
consumers and U.S. businessessubstituted
domestically produced goods and servicesfor
foreign goods and services. In large measure,
the ability to substitute domestic for foreign
production would force foreign suppliers to
absorb much of the tax.
As with the export rebate, once markets
have fully adjusted, most domestic prices
would return to their pre-tax reform levels at
least insofar as the effects of BTAs are concerned. Once the adjusttnent has been completed, importers of foreign goods and services
would have shifted some of their demand to
U.S.producers, with obvious beneficial effects
for domestic job and wage growth. Thus both
the export rebate and the import levy have the
sameeffects in terms of raising U.S.economic
activity by increasing the international competitiveness of U.S.labor and U.S.companies.
On Offsetting Exchange Rate Adjustments
One counter-argument againstthe foregoing analysisis that exchange rates would adjust to offset any price effects of Border Tax
Adjustments. I believe this argument is essentially correct. What I do not know, and what

.
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nobody knows, is how long this exchange rate
adjustment would take to occur. It could be
instantaneousor, more likely, it could take
many years.
Economistsknow a great deal about the
fundamental forces of exchange rate determination over the long run. They also know a
great deal about many of the forces that cause
. exchange rates to evolve over time. For example, we know that exchange rates move to
clear the markets for foreign exchange and

that these markets are buffeted by changing
international capital and trade flows, by changing expectations about how these flows will
adjust in the future, by changesin tax policies,
and by changing expectations of relative inflationary pressures.
Given all these factors it should not surprise that economists enjoy little successpredicting exchange rate movements over the
next day or two, and they do no better forecasting when exchange rate movements will
take place and how far they will move in the
short and medium terms. This is especially
true within the context of fundamental tax
reform: Whatever influences BTAsmight have
on exchange rates would almost certainly and
for a long time be overwhelmed by the shifting
patterns of trade and capital flows into and out
of the United Statesin responseto changesin
the incentives to saveand invest.
What we can say is that if exchange rates
move to offset fully the competitive benefits of
BTAs,then the worst that can happen is that
these benefits will not materialize. Such an
adjustment would likely take a long time to
occur, however, and unless and until it does
the benefits will manifest themselvesand they
could be very substantial.
"Importing" Tax Base
The tax base is the amount that is subject
to tax. In the caseof the income tax, for example, the tax baseis the total of labor and
capital income generated in a year. The federal gasoline excise tax baseis the amount of

gasolinepurchasedby consumersin a year.

Thetaxbaseis oftenmanipulated
to exclude
certainitemsandin thecaseof theincometax
to include others more than once. The net of

these manipulations yields an amount which,

whensubjected
to thetaxrates,produces
tax
revenue.The growingFederaltax takein
~ecentyearsprima~y r~sultfrom the growth

m the economy, which ISanother way of saying it results from the growth of the tax base.
Repeatinga basic principle, businesstaxes
in most instancesfall on capital and labor, the
factors of production. If the U.S.were to impose an import levy in the form of a Border
Tax Adjustment, this levy would also fall on
capital and labor. However, it would fall on
the capital and labor of the countries producing the goods and servicesfor importation into
the United States. In other words, a Border
Tax Adjustment import levy effectively imports
tax basefrom abroad, shifting some amount of
the domestic tax burden to foreign workers

.
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and foreign capital owners.
To give some idea of the magnitude of
these effects, suppose once tax reform has
been enacted with its Border Tax Adjustments
that the U.S.imported $1 trillion of goods and
Fundamental

reduce

tax

reform

complexity

can

and compliance

can free individuals

from

.

dramahca

U

United States for many years, effectively imposing their tax burden on U.S. citizens. By adopt-

~

costs.

It

much of the
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services a year. Assuming a 12 percent levy,
that would imply $120 billion in import levy
receipts. If, when all adjustmentswere completed, U.S. consumers resisted all efforts by
foreign exporters to raise prices to compensate for the import levy, then the U.S.would
have effectively imported $1 trillion of tax
base and shifted $120 billion of tax liability
onto foreign taxpayers.
Of course, in some instancesforeign producers would be able to force'U.S. consumers

problems associatedwith the federal income
tax are well establishedand virtually all of
them can be effectively addressedthrough
sound reform. Fundamentaltax reform can
dramatically reduce complexity and compliance costs. It can free individuals from much
of the intrusivenessthat is the hallmark of the
income tax. It can put people and education
at least on par with machines by making the
tax systemneutral with respect to human and
physical capital formation. It can free the
economy to create more and better jobs,
higher wages, and more wealth,
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allow U,S.companies to maxtmlze their International competitiveness and thereby contribute even more to the promise of greater prosperity at home,
It goes even further by creating the opP ortunity

consumer resistanceto the tax-induced price
hikes was incomplete.
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Tax Adjustments that would further improve
the competitiveness of U.S. labor and U.S.
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companies.
And, not to be overlooked, it creates a
powerful opportunity to provide American
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of $60 billion annually, Whatever the figure in
a given year, the important point is that the

reduction of compliance costs and in the importation of foreign tax base, This tax cut poten-
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Congress has within its means the ability to
shift tax burden onto foreign taxpayers, providing U ,S, citizens with a very significant

tially could total in the hundreds of billions of
dollars annually, without reducing receipts to
the Federal Treasury. This is literally, money

effective tax cut, without reducing revenues to

left on the table that the Congress can sweep

the U ,S.Treasury one cent.
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over this development, but they would have
no causefor complaint. Many of our trading
partners, especially the Europeans,have employed such BTAsfor decadesas part of their
consumption tax systems. In other words,
they have been importing tax basefrom the

partners to our Foreign Sales Corporation pro. vision, one might reasonably expect them to
object to the adoption of Border Tax Adjustments, True, they would not likely be happy
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